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Executive Summary
This Site Management Plan (SMP) for Booyeembara Park, located on the corner of Montreal
Street and Steven Street in White Gum Valley, Western Australia has been prepared by GHD
on behalf of the City of Fremantle
This SMP is designed to mitigate risk by providing protection for human health and the
environment during routine park maintenance works and any other remedial or civil works that
may lead to the disturbance of soils at the park.
GHD previously completed a Detailed Site Investigation (DSI) at the Site during which asbestos
contamination was identified in the form of bonded Asbestos Containing Material (ACM)
fragments. This contamination is likely to be associated with the former use of the Site as an
unregulated landfill. Based on the findings of the DSI, GHD recommended that a SMP be
prepared to manage the identified contamination. This recommendation was supported by the
Department of Environment Regulation (DER) accredited auditor, Mr Jason Clay of AECOM.
This SMP outlines the contamination status of the site (Section 3), and provides guidance on
the management of the site for employees and contractors of the City of Fremantle undertaking
routine and non-routine site works, in addition to strategies that should be implemented
immediately (Section 4).
This SMP also outlines an Environmental Management Plan for non routine site works
(Section 5), Occupational Health and Safety parameters for undertaking work onsite safely
(Section 6) and a contingency response for unexpected finds (Section 7).
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

GHD were commissioned by the City of Fremantle to prepare a Site Management Plan (SMP)
for Booyeembara Park, located on the corner of Montreal Street and Steven Street in White
Gum Valley, Western Australia (hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’).
GHD has recently completed a Detailed Site Investigation (DSI) at the Site during which
asbestos contamination was identified in the form of bonded Asbestos Containing Material
(ACM) fragments. This contamination is likely to be associated with the former use of the Site as
an unregulated landfill. Based on the findings of the DSI, GHD recommended that a SMP be
prepared to manage the identified contamination. This recommendation was supported by the
Department of Environment Regulation (DER) accredited auditor, Mr Jason Clay of AECOM.
OTEK has previously prepared a SMP for this Site in 2010 (OTEK, 2010b). GHD intend to
incorporate the existing SMP (OTEK, 2010b) with the findings of the recent DSI work to create
one unified SMP document.
GHD notes that this SMP has been prepared based on the site conditions and layout at the time
of the DSI (November 2012). If the site layout is altered, including allowing regular public access
to currently restricted areas (i.e. areas that are currently fenced, see figure 2), management of
these areas would be required in accordance with Department of Health (2009) Guidelines for
the Assessment, Remediation and Management of Asbestos-Contaminated Sites in Western
Australia.

1.2

Objectives and Scope of Work

This SMP is designed to mitigate risk by providing protection for human health (of general
public, park visitors and workers) and the environment during routine park maintenance works
and any other remedial or civil works that may lead to the disturbance of soils at the park. This
SMP builds upon the previous version by incorporating the following items:
Results from the 2012 DSI.
Inclusion of periodic emu bobs to be undertaken across the Site and additional events to
be undertaken after periods of heavy rainfall.
Requirements for periodic maintenance of surface coverings.
Inclusion of air monitoring during any civil works to be undertaken at the Site.
Periodic review of the SMP to incorporate any changes to the site conditions or
regulations (review date every 12 months).

1.3

Assumptions and Limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for City of Fremantle and may only be used and relied
on by City of Fremantle for the purpose agreed between GHD and the City of Fremantle as set
out in Section 1.2 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than City of Fremantle arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent
legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
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The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report (refer to this section and Section 1.2 of this report). GHD
disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by City of Fremantle and
others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has
not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept
liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the
report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on information
obtained from, and testing undertaken at or in connection with, specific sample points. Site
conditions at other parts of the site may be different from the site conditions found at the specific
sample points.
Investigations undertaken in respect of this report are constrained by the particular site
conditions, such as the location of buildings, services and vegetation. As a result, not all
relevant site features and conditions may have been identified in this report.
Site conditions (including the presence of hazardous substances and/or site contamination) may
change after the date of this Report. GHD does not accept responsibility arising from, or in
connection with, any change to the site conditions. GHD is also not responsible for updating this
report if the site conditions change.
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2.

Site Identification
2.1

Legal Identification

The legal identification of the Site is reported in Table 1.
Table 1

Legal Identification

Legal Identification of Booyeembara Park
Common Name

Booyeembara Park

Street Address

Corner of Montreal Street and Stevens Street, White Gum
Valley, Western Australia

Legal Description

Lot 2118 on deposited plan 194070
Lot 1995 on deposited plan 184826

Certificate of Title

Volume: LR3112 Folio: 708
Volume: LR3150 Folio: 998

Ownership

Crown Land – Reserve Under Management Order
(Primary Interest Holder: City of Fremantle)

Zoning

Parks and Recreation

Local Government Authority

City of Fremantle

Coordinates of Site Boundary1

North-West Corner: Northing: 6452849, Easting: 383510
North-East Corner: Northing: 6453065, Easting: 384208
South-West Corner: Nothing: 6452561, Easting: 383521
South-East Corner: Nothing: 6452577, Easting: 383994

1

Coordinates are provided in MGA94, Zone 50.

The DER Site Summary Form and Certificates of Title are presented Appendix A.

2.2

Site Description

The Site is located on 16 ha of land, approximately 15 km south-west of the Perth CBD (see
Figure 1). The Site is used as Public Open Space (POS). The Site has been separated into four
stages for development purposes and consistency from previous investigations. The boundaries
for each stage are shown on Figure 2 and described below.
Stage 1 situated in the south western portion of the Site, comprises a landscaped area with
opened grassed areas and native vegetation garden beds, which surrounds two plastic lined
artificial lakes connected by a small stream. Stage 1 also contains sealed walkways, a skate
park and a small barbeque area.
Stage 3 is located to the north of Stage 1 and comprises a large grassed area, with large
garden beds, containing olive and pine trees. A public toilet block is located along the western
boundary of Stage 3. A large depression is located in the eastern portion of Stage 3. GHD
understands that this depression was constructed in 2000 for landscaping purposes.
Stage 2 and 4 are vegetated with native vegetation, with fenced unsealed walk trails. Fencing is
comprised of wire and posts in reasonable condition to approximately 1.5 m in height. A partly
completed limestone amphitheatre is located in the central portion of Stage 2, however GHD
understand that this amphitheatre is not currently used but remains accessible.
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A small fence surrounds the Site. Service vehicle access to the Site is via two locked gates, one
of which is located along Montreal Street and the other is located along Steven Street.
Pedestrian access is via a number of pathways located around the Site.

2.3

Surrounding Land Use

The surrounding land uses are summarised below and shown in Figure 2.
North:

The Site is bound to the north by the Fremantle Public Golf Course. The northern
extent of the Fremantle Public Golf Course is delineated by High Street.
Residential properties and Frank Gibson Park Netball Courts are located to the
north of High Street.

South:

The Site is bound to the south by Stevens Street. Immediately south of Steven
Street are residential properties.

East:

The Site is bound to the east by the Royal Fremantle Golf Course. The eastern
extent of the Royal Fremantle Golf Course is delineated by Carrington Street.
Industrial and commercial properties are located to the east of Carrington Street.

West:

The Site is bound to the west by Montreal Street. Immediately west of Montreal
Street are residential properties to the south of Stack Street and commercial and
industrial properties to the north of Stack Street.

2.4

Topography

The topography is generally undulating across the majority of the Site and rises up steeply
towards the north-east corner of the Site. The elevation ranges from 25 m Australian Height
Datum (AHD) in the central portion of the Site to 43 m AHD in the north-east corner of the Site
(DoW, 2012). The undulating topography of the Site is the result of land development processes
including quarrying and subsequent filling activities prior to the development of the POS area.

2.5

Geology

The Site is located within the degraded surface of Aeolian origin of the Spearwood Dune
complex. The natural geology of the Site is described by the Geological Survey of Western
Australia (Gozzard, 1983) as:
LS1

LIMESTONE – pale yellowish brown, fine to coarse-grained, sub-angular to well
rounded, quartz, trace of feldspar, shell debris, variable lithified, surface kankar, of
eolian origin.

Onsite investigations confirmed the Site lithology comprised a surface layer of fill material over
natural Safety Bay Sand and Tamala Sands/Limestone (GHD, 2012). Natural ground conditions
were encountered at various depths between 0.3 m bgl (at MW05) and approximately 22.5 m
bgl (at MW01). The generalised Site lithology was described as follows:
TOPSOIL (SAND): brown, fine-medium grained, poorly graded, sub-angular to subrounded, organic matter present.
LIMESTONE: Pale yellow, weak to moderately cemented. Cobbles present. Fine to
coarse grained sand, well graded, sub-angular to sub-rounded.
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2.6

Hydrogeology

2.6.1

Groundwater

The Perth Groundwater Atlas indicates that the Site is located above the Superficial
(Unconfined) Aquifer and groundwater beneath the Site is between 26 m bgl in the south-west
corner of the Site to 40 m bgl in the north-east corner of the Site (DoW, 2012). The Perth
Groundwater Atlas indicates that groundwater flows in a westerly direction beneath the Site
towards the Indian Ocean (DoW, 2012) at approximately 1 m AHD.
Onsite investigations identified groundwater between 27.177 m bgl (0.660 m AHD) at MW02
and 34.133 m bgl (0.688 m AHD) at MW01; groundwater flow direction beneath the Site
appears to be in a north-westerly direction towards Fremantle Harbour.
GHD notes that there is an on-site bore, located in the western portion of the Site within a pump
house which maintains the water levels to artificial lakes. This bore is screened between
48 m bgl and 54 m bgl, with the pump inlet set at 46 m bgl. Details for the on-site bore are
presented in Appendix B.
2.6.2

Department of Water - Water Information (WIN) Bore Search

A Department of Water (DoW) - Water Information (WIN) bore database search indicates that
there are 43 registered bores located in a 2 km radius of the Site (Appendix B). The information
taken from the bore search can be summarised as follows:
Out of the 43 bores, 4 bores are owned by private owners, one bore is owned by Swan
Catchment Council and the remaining 38 bores do not have a current owner registered.
Garden irrigation, irrigation and observation are the registered use for 17 bores. For
twenty one bores the registered use is unknown. Nine of the bores are potentially downgradient from the Site; with the closest bore located about 50 m to the west of the Site(ID
20020730) has no owner or purpose information available.
It is pertinent to note that unregistered bores may exist within and around the Site, which could
potentially be used for domestic purposes.

2.7

Hydrology

There are two onsite surface water bodies, comprising two artificial lakes which are connected
by a small stream. It is understood that the two lakes are lined and water levels are maintained
through bore water from the on-site bore. These ornamental lakes are located in the central
portion of Stage 1 and are elevated above the regional water table. GHD understands that the
water from these lakes is used for reticulation within the park.
The nearest offsite surface water body is the Indian Ocean, which is located approximately
2.5 km to the west of the Site and the Swan River is located approximately 1.8 km to the northwest.

2.8

DER Contaminated Sites Database

The DER Contaminated Sites Database presents information on known or suspected
contaminated sites that have been classified by the DER within the following categories:
Contaminated – remediation required;
Contaminated – restricted use; or
Remediated for restricted use.
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The DER Contaminated Sites Database does not provide details of sites that are listed as
‘Possibly contaminated – investigation required’.
A search of the DER Contaminated Sites Database shows that the Site has not been reported
as a known contaminated site at the time of the search (12 October 2012). The City of
Fremantle has advised that the Site has been reported to DER and is classified as ‘Possibly
contaminated – investigation required’. Results from the Contaminated Sites Database search
are presented in Appendix C.
A property located approximately 1.5 km east of the Site (2 Murphy Street, O’Connor) has been
registered on the Contaminated Sites Database as ‘Remediated for restricted use’. This
property was historically used for paint manufacturing and storage and has known heavy metal
and hydrocarbon contamination in soil and groundwater. Given the location of this area upgradient of the Site, there is the potential for the known contamination to impact the Site,
however given the distance between these locations, it is not considered likely that
contamination would migrate this distance to impact the Site.
There are also a number of properties located approximately 500 m down-gradient of the Site,
which registered on the Contaminated Sites Database as ‘Contaminated – remediation required’
and ‘Remediated for restricted use’. This area was classified based on the former presence of a
Bunker Oil Terminal (Fuel Oil Storage Facility). Given the down-gradient location of these
contaminated sites, it is unlikely that these locations will impact the Site.
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3.

Contamination Status
3.1

Previous Investigations

Previous investigations known to be undertaken at the Site are listed below.
Engtech (Aust) Pty Ltd (2010a) Letter Report: Removal of Surface Asbestos Containing
Material (ACM), Booyeembara Park, Fremantle, Western Australia. March 2010.
Engtech (Aust) Pty Ltd (2010b) Limited Asbestos Investigation and Remediation,
Booyeembara Park, Fremantle, Western Australia. April 2010.
OTEK (2010a) Preliminary Site Investigation – FINAL, Booyeembara Park. May 2010;
OTEK (2010b) Site Management Plan, Booyeembara Park. August 2010; and
OTEK (2010c) Sampling and Analysis Plan, Booyeembara Park. September 2010.
GHD (2011) Report for Booyeembara Park, Detailed Site Investigation Asbestos
Management Plan. June 2011.
GHD (2012) Report for Booyeembara Park, Detailed Site Investigation. November 2012.

3.2

Summary of ACM Contamination Status

The GHD (2012) Booyeembara Park: Detailed Site Investigation presented a revised
Conceptual Site Model (CSM) based on information obtained from the soil, gas and
groundwater investigation and subsequent qualitative risk assessment. The risk matrix used in
the qualitative risk rating is presented in Appendix D. The part of the CSM relating to this SMP is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Area of
Potential
Environmen
tal Concern

Former
unregulated
landfill

Excerpt of Conceptual Site Model (GHD DSI, 2012)
Potential
Sources of
Contaminatio
n

Inert waste
Industrial waste

Contaminant
of Concern

Asbestos
Containing
Materials and
Fibrous
Asbestos (FA)

Pathways

Dermal
contact,
inhalation
(dust and
vapours)
and
ingestion

Receptors

Humans onsite:
maintenanc
e/site
workers,
general
public
visiting or
using the
site.

Comments

ACM and fibrous
asbestos (FA) identified
at the Site. This is
further discussed
below.
Probability: Possible
Consequence:
Moderate
Risk Rating:
MODERATE
Reducing to LOW on
the update,
implementation and
maintenance of SMP
(this report).

In total 306 soil samples have been analysed for the presence of asbestos contaminating
materials. Of these 16 locations reported asbestos at depth greater than 0.5 m bgl and three
locations at less than 0.5 m bgl. There is an immediate health risk of inhalation where asbestos
is present at the surface however during intrusive onsite works, air monitoring was undertaken
and no asbestos fibres were reported.
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Previous investigations collected 90 kg of ACM from the surface across the Site predominately
present in Stage 1 and Stage 3. Test pit investigations undertaken during the 2012 DSI reported
ACM %w/w at depth above the Department of Health (DoH) guidelines for park, public open
spaces (0.02% w/w), and ACM was also recorded at the surface.
The probability of receptors (on and off site) being exposed to asbestos is deemed unlikely
based on the following factors:
Asbestos fibres were only identified at one location at a depth of 5.0 m bgl (SB40_5.0);
Access restrictions present across the Site (fencing and ground covers e.g. grass,
landscaping) although these require maintenance;
No asbestos fibres recorded through air monitoring undertaken during intrusive works.
ACM fragments are present at depth and it cannot be precluded that ACM fragments are
currently present at the surface.
A risk rating of Low was assigned to the presence of asbestos at the Site (GHD, 2012) based on
the implementation of a revised SMP (this report).
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4.

Site Management Strategies
This section outlines management measures that should be implemented to mitigate the health
risks associated with ACM in soil and posed to on-site workers and the public. The tasks and
management strategies required for immediate implementation, in addition to strategies for
workers or contractors performing routine and non-routine tasks for the City of Fremantle are
outlined below. The SMP takes into account the current work practices and future development
objectives of the site and will be submitted to the DER and DoH for review.

4.1

Roles and Responsibilities

For the purpose of this SMP, the following definitions apply:
Principal (City of Fremantle): Responsible for appointment of relevant organisations to
undertake the works presented in the SMP and stakeholder management. Also
responsible for undertaking aspects of management actions for ACM as presented in the
SMP.
Principal’s Representative: To be appointed by City of Fremantle (if not to be
undertaken by the City of Fremantle). Responsible for contract document preparation and
procurement. Review and approval of Contractor plans such as Environmental
Management Plans and Occupational Health and Safety Management Plans.
Management of the Contractor throughout site works including issue of directions.
Responsible for auditing works against the requirements of the SMP.
Auditor: The Auditor is responsible for reviewing the SMP to confirm that the proposed
management actions are in accordance with the relevant legislation. The Auditor will
prepare a Voluntary Audit Report following a review of the SMP to allow re-classification
of the Site under the Contaminated Sites Act.
Environmental Consultant: The environmental consultant appointed by the City of
Fremantle, responsible for validation activities as required by the SMP. Responsible for
revision and amendment of the SMP where required.
Contractor: The company contracted to carry out relevant site works as defined in this
document. The Contractor is responsible for all measures required to protect workers and
public health and the environment during the works.

4.2

Strategies for Immediate Implementation

Several management strategies are already being implemented at the Site, and/or should be
implemented immediately to reduce the risk posed to the public and groundskeepers/workers by
the potential ACM present on-site.
Emu bob surficial pick for ACM to DoH standards.
Capping of roads, paths and maintenance access roads: Park maintenance access
roads, roads and foot paths should be covered with a hardstand such as bitumen or
concrete. This will reduce the risk of manual crushing (via traffic) of ACM that may be
present. Thereby, controlling the creation of dust and potential airborne asbestos.
Capping of garden beds: All the garden beds should be capped with 100 mm of mulch
and minimise soil exposure by upkeep and replenishment of mulched areas so as to not
expose ACM or asbestos fibres that may be buried (further explain in Section 4.2.1).
Maintenance of lawns and heavily vegetated areas (as specified in Table 3).
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Minimise earthworks (e.g. excavation type activities).
Fencing off areas (the bushland areas of Stages 2 & 4 and any areas where earthworks
are taking place) to discourage visitor usage (see Figure 2). The fences should be
maintained and signage should be posted indicating no trespassing due to the potential
risk of asbestos exposure.
Training park workers on the identification of ACM and disposal of ACM.
Implementation of Health and Safety measures for all workers (park employees and
contractors) and the general public.
The workers will be made aware of the risks associated with earthwork activities (e.g.
planting, excavation) in areas where ACM is potentially present. Park employees will be
trained in the use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and appropriate PPE will be
provided.
Management procedures/strategies for workers to follow during the course of their daily
work activities.
Further detail on some of the key strategies is provided below.
4.2.1

Undertaking an Emu Bob

An emu bob should be conducted to DoH standards (DoH, 2009) by a suitably experienced
Competent Person1, (potentially by the City of Fremantle, if they have suitably experienced
Competent Persons) with the minimum mandatory PPE (as defined in sections 4.3 and 4.4).
The emu bob should be conducted as per the events/frequencies and extents outline in sections
4.3 and 4.4, and comprise:
1.

A site walkover on an approximate 10 m grid basis will be undertaken to identify
occurrences of surficial ACM and (where encountered) marked using a GPS.

2.

A hand pick (emu bob) will be conducted as at locations identified from the above.
Hand-picking involves undertaking three passes over the area on a grid basis and
collecting, weighing and noting the location that asbestos that is identified. Surface
passes following hand-picking should be carried out with 90° changes in direction for each
pass.

1

3.

Collect and dispose of all ACM material in accordance with relevant guidelines, where
applicable, to a suitably licenced facility in accordance with appropriate procedures (as
outlined in Section 5.4).

4.

Air monitoring procedures may be appropriate during these works. A consideration of the
control of dust/air monitoring for potential ACM fibres in the Environmental Management
Plan (EMP) should be considered (Section 5.5).

5.

Validation will be carried out by the Principal or Principal’s Representative via visual
confirmation of implementation of the above measures (including supervision of the emu
bob and visual inspection at completion to confirm the removal of all visible surface ACM)
and inspection of relevant documentation concerning disposal off site to confirm ACM
was appropriately disposed of. All documentation in relation to the emu pick should be
maintained by the City of Fremantle for a period of 7 years. .

Person possessing adequate qualifications, such as suitable training and sufficient knowledge, experience and skill, for the
safe performance of the specific work. (NOHSC, 2005a)
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6.

If a large amount of suspected ACM pieces are identified, than further ACM
investigations/treatment (e.g. mechanical tilling may be required). Such measures are not
included in the current SMP.

7.

Apply and maintain cover system as proposed in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.2

Capping System

For surficial covers of less than 3 m, additional management measures as well as a Memorial
on Title (MoT) would also be expected. Measures might include: a geo-textile barrier, a SMP,
and vegetation cover.
The geo-textile barrier provides a warning of the presence of underlying soil
contamination, however it is not considered necessary for use in bushland situations,
areas of permanent hardstand, or public open spaces (unless there is heavy
contamination i.e., ACM >1 % asbestos w/w; Fibrous Asbestos and Asbestos Fines >0.1
% asbestos w/w).
The SMP is a recommended element whenever a covering barrier is employed. This
provides additional assurance that the protective measures will be maintained and that
potentially affected parties will be kept informed of possible risks.
A vegetative barrier can be very useful in protecting the clean fill cover from erosion and
also from some forms of human disturbance. In certain cases, the site may involve
ongoing corporate or communal management which will control what happens with the
vegetative barrier, including its maintenance.
A cover system should protect the Site against erosion and exposure of buried ACM.
Grass/turf areas: The DoH guidelines recommend for POS, nominally 1 m clean fill
should act as a cover system. However, given the nature of the grass cover (providing a
natural barrier system); it is considered that a surficial ACM pick followed by proactive
ongoing surficial maintenance would be sufficient.
Bushland areas: For ACM contamination in bushland parks or nature reserves and where
the area will be minimally disturbed, the cover system may be 0.1 m of organic mulch.
Any visible ACM should be removed first via hand picking and raking and the mulch cover
maintained in a proactive manner.
Garden bed areas: Nominally, the depth of the clean fill should be at least 1 m for public
open spaces. Any visible ACM should be removed first via hand picking and raking and
the mulch cover maintained in a proactive manner.
The cover system requires periodic maintenance to ensure the integrity of the system. These
inspections should be conducted biannually and after periods of heavy rainfall and inspection
records kept on file at City of Fremantle offices. This can be achieved through addressing the
following questions:
– Have appropriate materials been used? (i.e. not disturbed/degraded by weather
conditions, suitable thickness applied, and integrity of hard cover intact)?
– Is there any evidence of unauthorised disturbance? i.e. digging, human interaction?
– Is there any evidence of erosion? i.e following high wind or rainfall events?
4.2.3

Fencing and Signage

A number of areas within the Site are currently fenced to restrict public access (see Figure 2). If
the site layout is altered to allow regular public access in any of these areas management would
be required in accordance with SMP and Department of Health (2009) Guidelines for the
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Assessment, Remediation and Management of Asbestos-Contaminated Sites in Western
Australia. This includes, but is not limited to, ensuring that no visible ACM is present within the
top 10 cm of the ground surface.
Where Park Management determines that additional fencing is needed to control public access,
the management should consider the following:
1.

Permanent fencing should be sturdy (metal) and a minimum height of 1.25 metres. This
type of fencing would be used to limit public access in areas designated for long-term
tasks/activities or areas that Park Management designates as non-public access areas.

2.

Temporary fencing (orange plastic) may be used when the activities for which it is being
used are a couple of weeks or less in duration.

Discretion should be exercised when deciding which type of fencing is best suited for the
task/activity. For activities containing the potential for generating dust (i.e. breaking ground), the
fencing is required to be shrouded in hessian or similar to mitigate dust migration.
Temporary signs should be implemented to inform the general public of the works onsite or if
public access is restricted. Signage required would be temporary and transportable, to be
deployed during specific site maintenance activities such as brush cutting (i.e. not permanently
mounted on fences or gates).
Signage should comply with Australian Standard AS1319 - 1994 Safety Signs for the
Occupational Environment. As there is no imminent danger, the most appropriate sign would be
the black on yellow Warning/Caution style, that warn of conditions that are not likely to be life
threatening if the message is ignored. These signs often incorporate a black triangle with an
exclamation mark in the middle. The selected signage for the Site is presented in Appendix E.
The wording on these signs should clearly read; “ground disturbance works in progress
potential for dust generation”.
4.2.4

Training and PPE

Training should be provided to City of Fremantle staff and Contractors that may be involved in
works at the Site. Workers should also be inducted and trained into the subject, such that it the
SMP can be successfully implemented. Training should include presentation of information in
relation to the identification, reporting and precautions involving asbestos finds. Worksafe WA
should be consulted for advice on the appropriate training courses and facilitators for the
training required for the Site. Works onsite should also be trained in the use of air monitoring
equipment for the detection of potential presence of asbestos containing material fibres during
Site work (see requirements for air monitoring in 4.3 and 4.4).
As a minimum, gloves and P1/P2 dust masks should be worn (DoH, 2009), however if deemed
appropriate, tyvek suits and personal air monitors can also be worn.

4.3

Management Strategies for Routine Site Works

City of Fremantle conducts routine works including landscaping and general maintenance at the
park. These works are regularly conducted by approximately six workers. There are also
additional job crews (generally five workers) that work on-site to conduct on a limited basis,
tasks such as tree trimming. The regular maintenance tasks conducted at Booyeembara Park,
the potential risks associated with the task and proposed management strategies to lessen the
health risk posed to workers are included as Table 3. The key management procedures listed
below should be undertaken with consideration to the EMP (see Section 5).
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Table 3

Routine tasks, risk and management procedures

Routine Task

Specific part of
routine task

All maintenance
jobs

Driving Vehicles along
access Routes
Driving vehicles in
turfed/bushland
areas

Physical
degradation of
ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres
from friable material

Cleaning paths

Blow paths-utilising a
mechanical leaf blower(4)
Sweeping paths using a
push broom

Physical
degradation of
ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres
from friable material
Negligible

Vegetation
Maintenance

Risk

Litter pick-up and
disposal
Mulching (pine bark) –
manually raking to
grade(4)

Tree and Shrub
Planting and/or removal (4)
(4)
Stump grinding

Hand pulling weeds

Garden bed spraying
Tree and Shrub Pruning
Pruned vegetation clean
up (i.e. raking up limbs
and leaves)

Physical
breakdown of ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres into
the air
Potential exposure
to asbestos fibres
Physical
breakdown of ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres into
the air
Potential exposure
to asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried
ACM
Potential to uncover
previously buried
ACM
Negligible

Management Procedure
Seal access routes with
bitumen or maintain a cap
of 0.5 m (3)
Regular checks of access
routes should be conducted
to determine if any
asbestos visible
Undertake an inspection for
asbestos in work areas (as
is practical) prior to use of
machinery (including but
not limited to leaf blowers,
whipper snippers, mowers,
mulchers etc.) particularly
in the uncovered parts of
the Stage 3 area to prevent
the accidental spread or
breakage of potential ACM
both near works or general
public.
Implementation of dust
management system if
potentially generating dust
(i.e breaking ground).
Please refer to section 5.5
for information on
implementation.
P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)

N/A
P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)

N/A
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Routine Task

Turf
maintenance

Park furniture
maintenance

Reticulation
maintenance

Specific part of
routine task
Dragging branches and
vegetation along ground
Broad acre weed
spraying – vehicular
access via non-sealed,
non-turfed areas
Whipper snipping edges
Broad acre turf mowing –
utilising an closed cab
tractor(4)
Turf renovations(4)

Front deck turf mowing –
utilising an open air
mower(4)
Turf Spraying
Turf Fertilising and
wetting agent application
BBQ maintenance
Graffiti removal from
walls
Graffiti removal from
sealed footpaths
BBQ cleaning
Toilet cleaning
Irrigation repairs –
includes
excavations(4)

Disposal of excavated
material/soil

Fire break
maintenance

Grading/scraping surface
soil clear of weeds(4)
(4)
Bush mowing

Weed spraying

Risk

Management Procedure

Physical
breakdown of ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres into
the air
Potential exposure
to asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried
ACM
Negligible

P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)

Negligible

N/A

Physical
degradation of
ACM
Potential to uncover
previously buried
ACM
Negligible

P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)
Consideration of EMP

Physical
breakdown of ACM
Potential to create
dust and release
asbestos fibres into
the air
Potential exposure
to asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried
ACM
Negligible

N/A

Soils should be disposed of
to an appropriate landfill
licenced to accept asbestos
waste
P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)

N/A

Notes:
1) Coveralls (reusable or tyvek) are not required, however they are recommended as the intent was for the coverall to
be left at work for cleaning or disposal. This would provide an additional level of protection against workers
inadvertently taking potentially asbestos covered work clothes home.
2) Park Management should take the conservative and safe approach that PPE should be worn when there is a
question as to whether PPE is needed for a given task.
3) The cap of the sealed access routes should be comprised of 0.5 meter thick compacted crushed limestone or like
material.
4) Park Management should consider posting signs warning of potential air-borne asbestos when soil disturbing
activities are undertaken.
5) Backfilling has the potential to create dust coming off the floor of the excavation. However, with care this risk can be
minimised or eliminated.
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4.4

Management Strategies of Non-Routine Site Works

City of Fremantle would need to conduct non-routine works to maintain management measure
over time against elements such as erosion via wind, water and human interference. These
non-routine site works includes activities such as civil works onsite and excavations such as in
the case of services infrastructure requiring maintenance.
These works would be conducted by council workers and Contractors. The non-regular
maintenance tasks conducted at Booyeembara Park, the potential risks associated with the task
and proposed management strategies to lessen the health risk posed to workers are included
as Table 4. The key management procedures listed below should be undertaken with
consideration to the EMP (see Section 5).
Table 4

Non-routine tasks, risk and management procedures

Non-routine
event

Non-routine Task

Risk

Management
Procedure

Erosion of
surficial
covering over
ACM over time

Periodic emu bobs to
be undertaken across
the Site

Emu bob to DoH
standards (Section 4.2.1)
once per year.

Erosion of
surficial
covering over
ACM after
periods of
heavy rainfall

Additional periodic emu
bobs events to be
undertaken after
periods of heavy rainfall

Civil works
onsite

Any civil works onsite

Excavations

Excavation/earthwork
activities(3)

Potential to uncover
previously buried ACM
Physical breakdown of
ACM
Potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air
Potential exposure to
asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried ACM
Physical breakdown of
ACM
Potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air
Potential exposure to asbestos
fibres
Physical breakdown of
ACM
Potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air
Potential exposure to
asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried ACM
Physical breakdown of
ACM
Potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air
Potential exposure to
asbestos fibres
Potential to uncover
previously buried ACM
Potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air when
loading material for
transport
Potential exposure to
asbestos fibres
The risk is minimal
however there is the
potential to create dust
and release asbestos
fibres into the air(4).
Release of potential ACM

Disposal of excavated
material

Backfilling excavation
pit

Unanticipated

Fire occurs onsite or

Emu bob to DoH
standards (Section 4.2.1),
following periods of heavy
rainfall events. Review
after 2 years.

Air monitoring for
presence of potential
asbestos containing
material fibres.
Consideration of EMP.

P2 mask
Goggles
Gloves
Coveralls(1,2)
Consideration of EMP
Soils should be
disposed of to an
appropriate landfill
licenced to accept
asbestos waste

Notification of
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Non-routine
event

Non-routine Task

fire onsite

migrates onto site

Risk
via airborne dust/ash,
crushed during works to
put fire out etc.
Vegetation roots
potentially binding ACM in
soil removed, therefore
ACM more mobile.

Management
Procedure
potential asbestos
contamination to the
firefighting brigade
and/or dust
management (as per
procedure in section
5.5) following
destruction of
vegetation.
Conduct an emu bob
prior to repair works
onsite (returfing etc.).
Follow procedures as
required in Table 3
and 4 for repair to
park.

Notes:
1) Coveralls (reusable or tyvek) are not required, however they are recommended as the intent was for the coverall to
be left at work for cleaning or disposal. This would provide an additional level of protection against workers
inadvertently taking potentially asbestos covered work clothes home.
2) Park Management should take the conservative and safe approach that PPE should be worn when there is a
question as to whether PPE is needed for a given task.
3) Park Management should consider posting signs warning of potential air-borne asbestos when soil disturbing
activities are undertaken.
4) Backfilling has the potential to create dust coming off the floor of the excavation. However, with care this risk can be
minimised or eliminated.

4.5

Periodic Review of Site Management Plan

As per Section 4, the City of Fremantle should also conduct:
Periodic maintenance of surface coverings (every six months as per Section 4.2.2); and
Periodic review of the SMP to incorporate any changes to the site conditions or
regulations (review date every 12 months).
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5.

Environmental Management Plan
The following is provided as a guide for management measures that may be required during
Site works. The environmental control measures provided in the following sections are those
anticipated to be required and are not necessarily exhaustive. The merit of undertaking
individual management measures should be considered on a specific task basis based on the
nature of the specific activity and weather conditions. The Contractor should identify any
additional control measure considered to be required. It will be the responsibility of the
Contractor to provide, install and maintain the environmental control measures identified as
being required for the Site.

5.1

General Onsite Work

The following principles should be considered for all onsite work:
All contractors involved in site work activities should comply with regulations for the
proper storage, transport and disposal of asbestos waste in Western Australia, including
Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004 as appropriate.
Allowance for proper PPE should be made.
All works shall be carried out to minimise the risk of contaminated material being mixed
with uncontaminated material.
Any spillage of contaminated material outside of the defined contaminated site shall be
promptly reported to the Principal’s Representative and cleaned up.

5.2

Transportation Procedures

The transportation of all materials to and from the Site should conform to the appropriate
requirements of the DER, Main Roads WA, local authorities and any other relevant authorities.
The transportation procedures and conditions to be considered include:
Based on the level and quantity of waste identified at the Site, controlled waste permits
are currently not required. However, if this changes and a controlled waste permit is
issued by the DER and controlled waste permits shall be used for carting and disposal of
controlled wastes.
Before leaving the Site, trucks transporting contaminated soils should be inspected to
ensure that no contaminated soil is adhering to the outside of the truck.
If any spillage of contaminated material occurs along the trucking route it is to be reported
immediately to the Principal’s Representative and the Contractor shall clean it up directly.

5.3

Material Tracking

Quantities and types of materials moving off-site should be documented on a material register.
This should be compared to waste disposal receipts from receiving facilities. Receipts for
disposal of materials should be supplied to the Principal’s Representative at the end of each
day.
Any change to the disposal location should be negotiated with the Principal’s Representative
prior to moving the material off-site.
Should material quantities moving off-site not match quantities being received at the
recommended disposal facilities, the Principal’s Representative may cease work until materialtracking issues can be corrected.
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5.4

Removal and Disposal of ACM during Routine Tasks, Non
Routine Tasks and Contingency Response

Where asbestos products such as cement sheeting fragments or piping are visibly encountered
during emu bob activities or earthworks during routine tasks, the asbestos must be removed in
accordance with Worksafe WA and the Code of Practice for the Safe Removal of Asbestos
(NOHSC, 2005a). ACM will be excavated and segregated from the remainder of the material so
that it can be managed appropriately. The following minimum measures are to be undertaken to
minimise the release of asbestos fibres:
All asbestos work greater than 10 m2 and removal of any quantity of Friable Asbestos2 is
to be performed by a Contractor possesses an appropriate Asbestos Removal Licence
issued by Worksafe WA (minimum of “Restricted Asbestos Removal Licence”). This work
may be undertaken by City of Fremantle only if they have staff with an Asbestos Removal
Licence issued by Worksafe WA. Removal of asbestos quantities less than 10 m 2 may be
undertaken by a suitably experienced Competent Person3.
Where staff identify ACM or suspected ACM, the Principal’s Representative shall be
immediately informed so that appropriate management controls can be implemented. The
Principal’s Representative will be responsible for the management response that is
implemented.
All suspected contaminated material should be saturated and maintained in a wet
condition prior to disturbance and/or removal. Large volumes of water applied at low
pressure minimises the generation of dust from water droplets. If available, a wetting
agent should be added to the water as this facilitates more rapid wetting of the ACM.
ACM waste (not associated with asbestos contaminated soil) is to be double wrapped
prior to transport as per the Code of Practice for the Safe Removal of Asbestos (NOHSC,
2005a).
Any segregated asbestos sheet fragments identified will be placed by hand into heavy
duty 200 m (minimum thickness) polythene bags that are no more than 1,200 mm and
900 mm wide for ease of handling. The bags should be labelled with an appropriate
warning, clearly stating that they contain asbestos and that dust creation and inhalation
should be avoided. Material will be sprayed with low pressure water as it is loaded into
the bags, which in turn should be placed into leak proof containers.
Personnel in direct contact with asbestos need to ensure safe removal of their PPE.
Used disposable coveralls, masks and gloves are to be removed prior to exiting the site
and placed in bags for disposal along with the other asbestos waste.
The Contractor that undertakes the emu pick must be appropriately licenced and
experienced.
Transport and final disposal of asbestos containing material shall be carried out in accordance
with the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 and the Code of Practice for the
Management and Control of Asbestos in Workplaces (NOHSC, 2005b) and the Environmental
Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004. Information provided by DER Information
Sheet: Disposal of Material Containing Asbestos advises “you do not need a controlled waste
carrier licence or controlled waste tracking forms for the offsite removal, transportation or
disposal of material containing asbestos”.
2

Asbestos-containing material which, when dry, is or may become crumbled, pulverised or reduced to powder by hand pressure
(NOHSC, 2005a).

3

Person possessing adequate qualifications, such as suitable training and sufficient knowledge, experience and skill, for the
safe performance of the specific work. (NOHSC, 2005a)
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ACM removed from the Site will be disposed of to a landfill licensed to accept asbestos waste in
accordance with the Landfill Waste Classification and Waste Definitions 1996 (As amended
December 2009) (DEC, 2009). Under the Landfill Waste Classification and Waste Definitions
1996 (As amended December 2009) (DEC, 2009), ACM, including cement sheeting and/or
fibres is classed as a Type 1 Special Waste.
The responsibilities of the waste producers, transporters and operators of disposal sites are
outlined in the Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004. The
transportation and disposal of any waste materials containing asbestos is controlled by the
DER. Under the Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004, the Contractor
responsible for transportation of ACM must be licensed to undertake such activities. Asbestos
may only be disposed of at a site approved by the DER.
Material will only be transported off-site once approval has been provided by the landfill
operator, with copies of all tip dockets for material disposed of to landfill to be provided to the
Principal’s Representative.

5.5

Control of Dust/Air Monitoring for ACM fibres

The level of dust control relates proportionally to the specific activity and weather conditions.
Generation of dust should be kept to a minimum. Dust monitoring provides a useful site
surrogate measure to evaluate the potential generation and distribution of airborne fibres.
Compliance with Schedule B (9) of the National Environment Protection Measure (NEPM)
should be achieved. Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) (or equivalent)
equipment is preferred to provide continuous and accurate perimeter air monitoring for
community protection (DoH, 2009). Portable dust monitoring can be used in all active areas to
demonstrate the effectiveness of dust management during site works. The site manager should
be kept informed of conditions breaching pre-defined dust levels used as triggers for control
actions. Inevitably, a certain amount of dust will be produced during dry weather conditions by
site work procedures but every effort is to be made to keep this to a minimum (DoH, 2009).
For comprehensive assessment, DoH recommends that dust monitoring stations be established
along the site perimeter at ‘background’, up-wind and down-wind locations, taking account of
local irregular site features, to provide comparison between results (DoH, 2009). Where there is
a well-defined diurnal variation in the dominant wind direction (for instance, sea and land
breezes), monitoring stations should be situated along the key axes. For lengthy earthmoving or
remediation work, monitoring stations may need to be relocated with seasonal shifts in
meteorological conditions. Portable dust monitoring equipment, such as hand-held dust
trackers, should be repositioned as wind conditions change throughout the day and relocated as
works progress across the site. Generally, regional meteorological data will be sufficient to
determine locations of dust monitoring equipment. For this, a detailed log of atypical
meteorological conditions may be useful for evaluating sampling results (DoH, 2009).
If deemed appropriate, a dust monitoring program in accordance with A guideline for managing
the impacts of dust and associated contaminants from land development sites, contaminated
sites remediation and other related activities (DEC, 2011) is to be implemented by the
Contactor, which is to utilise dust monitors fitted with an alarm system that will alert the
Contractor of the exceedance of the action level. The site risk assessment should be
undertaken in accordance with DEC (2011). The system shall also have the capacity to notify
the Principal’s Representative and Environmental Consultant. Trigger levels for dust
management shall be:
An action level of 250 µg/m³ measured over a 15 minute above which all excavation,
loading and any other dust generation activities will halt and additional dust prevention
measure will be undertaken by the Contractor.
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A maximum permissible concentration of 400 µg/m³ measured over a 15 minute which if
exceeded will result in an immediate halt to all works on-site until unfavourable dust
generating conditions (e.g. high winds and the like) cease. Dust control measures may be
permitted at the Principal’s Representative discretion.
Site perimeter monitoring should be conducted to ensure compliance with the NEPM
ambient air 24 hour PM10 goal of 50 g/m3 with no exceedances.
Results from dust monitors may be presented in a regular weekly report and will be used to
assess the effectiveness of dust control during the works.
The Contractor should implement all measures necessary to effectively control all dust and
windborne material emanating from the Site to prevent it from being blown over or onto property
outside the Site. The measures should include, but not be limited to:
Frequent watering of areas being disturbed or surface destabilised by the Contractor
(Water used for dust suppression should not be allowed to escape off-site by the
stormwater system, sewer or any other means);
At least one water cart to be held on-site;
Discontinuing dust creating works when wind velocities are such that dust suppression is
not achievable.
The stabilisation using watering equipment and any approved stabilisation agent to all
disturbed and exposed areas prior to any shutdowns or the operation of water carts
through these periods to control dust.

5.6

Environmental Site Attendance

Depending upon the specific task, the site works by the Contractor may need to be monitored
full time by the Principal’s Representative, particularly in the case of any large scale works. This
person will have the authority to dictate works, including any necessary stoppages for
environmental reasons, as and when the situation requires.
The Principal’s Representative will perform visual validation assessments of areas where site
work measures are implemented. The purpose of visual validation inspection is to confirm that
measures have been implemented appropriately and are effective.

5.7

Hours of Operation

All site work, including transport of materials, shall be conducted within the following hours:
Monday to Friday: 7 am to 6 pm
Saturday:

8 am to 1 pm

No site works should be undertaken on Sundays or Public Holidays.
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6.

Occupational Health and Safety
Occupational health and safety at the Site will be the responsibility of the Contractor and/or City
of Fremantle staff during the Site work, including the preparation of plans and hazard
assessments. The information presented in this section is a guide for the information which
should be included, however the Contractor and/or City of Fremantle staff is to undertake an
independent review to ensure all risks and statutory requirements have been addressed.

6.1

Occupational Health & Safety Plan

An Occupational Health and Safety Plan (OHSP) is an essential part of all site work projects to
ensure the health and safety of all personnel working on or visiting the Site. A detailed OHSP
will be prepared by the Contractor and/or the City of Fremantle staff for the works prior to the
commencement of any site activity.
The purpose of the OHSP is to provide all relevant health and safety information for all
personnel undertaking work at the site and to provide and maintain safety standards and
practices which offer the highest practical degree of personal protection to the on-site workers,
based on current knowledge.
All personnel must read the OHSP and confirm acceptance of its requirements prior to
commencing work at the site. The information provided by the OHSP includes:
Induction requirements;
Assignment of responsibilities;
A discussion of site conditions;
Details of the work;
Identification of on-site and off-site hazards;
Assessment of the potential risks associated with these hazards;
Procedures to eliminate, or if not possible, control the potential risks;
Establishment of personnel protection standards and mandatory safety practices and
procedures;
Establishment of OHSP monitoring protocols;
Training and responsibilities of emergency team members;
Evacuation procedures and emergency drills;
Emergency information;
Incident reporting; and
Provision for contingencies that may arise while operations are being conducted during
the project.
The works should comply (at a minimum) with all legislation, regulations and standards.

6.2

Hazard Assessment

All occupational health and safety hazards should be identified by the Contractor and/or City of
Fremantle staff, and incorporated into the OHSP prior to the commencement of site works.
Some of the key hazards identified are reviewed in the following sections.
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6.2.1

On-site Chemical Hazards

Appropriate precautions must be taken to prevent unacceptable exposure to unidentified
contaminants, other than those contaminants previously identified in Section 3.
The known contaminant present at the Site, which need to be accounted for in the development
of the site OHSP is asbestos.
6.2.2

Additional Hazards

The OHSP should identify and describe the additional hazards that are relevant to all work to be
performed. These additional hazards may include:
Heat stress;
Underground utilities;
Open excavations (including water);
Physical hazards associated with the performance of the excavation works; and
All other potential health risks as identified by the Contractor and/or City of Fremantle
staff.
6.2.3

Air Monitoring for Workers and Local Residents

Other air monitoring, such as for dust or other hazardous constituents, may be required subject
to the review undertaken by the Contractor and/or City of Fremantle staff, as per Section 5.5.

6.3

Safe Work Practices

The Contractor and/or City of Fremantle staff will be required to assess the level of PPE for
personnel working at the site. This may include:
P2 mask or equivalent respirator;
Tyvek suit;
Steel capped boots;
Hard hat;
Safety vest; and
Safety glasses (when in an active work zone).
Personnel working at the site may be required to limit the transport of contaminants out of the
site work and earthworks areas and off-site. This may be mediated through a personnel and a
vehicle decontamination area which could consist of:
Personnel Decontamination
– An area covered with polyethylene for removal of PPE;
– A bucket and sponge to wash boots and equipment;
– Water run-off capturing area;
– Polyethylene bags for disposal of asbestos contaminated equipment; and
– An additional area for changing out of work clothes.
Vehicle Decontamination
– A wheel wash area lined with polyethylene; and
– Water run-off capturing area.
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Appropriate amenities and decontamination facilities should be provided by the Contractor
and/or City of Fremantle staff.
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7.

Contingency Response
A Contingency and Emergency Response Plan should be prepared by the Contractor. The
purpose of the contingency plan is to identify unexpected situations that could occur during the
project, and to specify procedures that can be implemented to manage such situations and
prevent adverse impacts to the environment and human health. The information to be included,
is not necessarily limited to:
Assignment of responsibilities to nominated key personnel;
Hazard assessment of potential off-site impacts;
Contingency responses;
Reporting to regulatory authorities; and
Unexpected situations such as:
– Uncovering of greater amounts of contamination than presently estimated:
– Uncovering types of contamination that are not presently known;
– Generation of unacceptable dust or vapour;
– Generation of unacceptable noise;
– Complaints from local residents; and
– Uncovering significant quantities of friable or other asbestos containing material.
Examples of procedures to be adopted in the event of these occurrences are provided in the
following section.

7.1

Undetected Contamination/Unexpected Fines Protocol

During the implementation of site works, potential exists for previously undetected contaminants
or hazardous materials to be found in the surface or subsurface soils. If, at any time during the
site works, an operator intercepts a zone of contamination or a hazardous or potentially
hazardous material that has not been identified previously, or that may require specialist
management advice, the operator will report to the Principal’s Representative within 24 hours.
Commonly encountered unexpected fines include, but are not limited to:
1.

Asbestos (e.g. ACM sheeting, fragments or pipework).

2.

Underground structures (e.g. soak wells, septic tanks, leach drains, structured and
building footings, underground storage tanks and fuel lines, utilities services).

3.

Waste (e.g. demolition waste, putrescible waste, illegal dumping/fly tipping).

The Principal’s Representative will cease work and instruct that the contaminated soils or
hazardous materials be addressed to the satisfaction of the Environmental Consultant. The
Environmental Consultant will implement a sampling and analysis program to evaluate the
nature, extent and severity of the contamination and may segregate the material prior to off-site
diposal.
Once test results have been received and the contamination has been assessed and fully
delineated, the Environmental Consultant will provide advice to City of Fremantle on the
recommended site work strategy. Validation will be undertaken following excavation of the
contaminated soils and prior to any development.
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7.1.1

Asbestos

Asbestos fragments in soil have been positively identified at a limited number of surficial
locations across the Site; however, the potential exists for limited ACM to be distributed
throughout surficial soils across the Site. As such, all areas should be treated as having the
possibility to contain potential ACM. Where isolated fragments of ACM are identified, the ACM
will be handpicked by personnel with an appropriate level of PPE (as per Section 4.2.1) and
placed in suitable heavy duty plastic bags prior to off-site disposal (as per Section 5.4). Where
more extensive contamination is observed, the affected soil will be handpicked and potentially
tilled (see Section 4.2.1 for emu bob procedure). The soil or fill remaining after removal of the
surficial asbestos/tilling and identifying no potential ACM fragments can then be handled as
though it is not affected by asbestos.
GHD considers that there remains the potential for asbestos to be identified during any potential
future development works at the Site. Therefore a Construction Environment Management Plan
should be prepared prior to major construction and development works at the Site, to address
the asbestos risk during the construction phase and minimise time and cost issues. The
construction phase should have an allowance to effectively deal with miscellaneous ACM,
including onsite PPE, training and waste receptacle.
If a large amount of suspected ACM pieces are identified, than further ACM
investigations/treatment (e.g. mechanical tilling may be required). Such measures are not
included in the current SMP.

7.2

Control of Dust

Contingency measures shall be implemented when dust levels are found to exceed acceptable
levels (based on observations made on-site or measurements made by calibrated instruments).
Where unacceptable dust levels are considered to have been generated (i.e. from excavations
or stockpiles) dust shall be suppressed by:
Additional water sprays applied by water cart;
Use of proprietary products;
Sheeting (or similar) laid over and secured to cover localised exposed areas; or
Changing protocols i.e. avoid work on windy days.
Further information is provided in Section 5.5.

7.3

Noise and Vibration

Contingency measures shall be implemented when noise levels are found to be unacceptable.
Unacceptable noise levels shall initially be reduced by:
Modification of the location of equipment and stockpiles;
Modifying the operation of the equipment and/or;
Modifying the type of equipment used.
In the event that additional measures are required, operations shall be further modified to
achieve acceptable noise levels. Modifications may include:
Installing additional noise suppression features on the equipment (e.g. encapsulation of
engine chambers, silencers, curtains on feed-openings);
Construction of noise attenuation measures (e.g. stockpile barriers, enclosures); and/or
Using different equipment, which generates less noise.
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7.4

Complaints

All complaints should be dealt with immediately by the Contractor and should be directed to the
Principal’s Representative, as required.
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8.

Community Consultation
The Community Consultation Guideline (DEC, 2006) indicates that an appropriate level of
community consultation is required when managing all contaminated sites in WA. All individuals
and groups who may be affected by contamination at the site and/or management of a
contaminated site, or have interest in the site and/or its management have been identified. The
following lists relevant stakeholders and utility service providers:
City of Fremantle;
City of Fremantle employees who work or may work at the Site;
Sub-contractors hired to work at the Site;
Local Residents and park visitors;
State Government;
Main Roads WA; and
Water Corporation.
GHD understands that the City of Fremantle have undertaken community consultation, the
majority of which occurred prior to the DSI works.
The City of Fremantle prepared two letters that were distributed to residents in the vicinity
of the Site in May 2010 and September 2010, which advised residents that a preliminary
clean-up of the ACM had been undertaken and that additional investigations were
required to assess the risks posed by contamination.
On 1 June 2010 the City of Fremantle provided a community briefing information evening
at the White Gum Valley Primary School. During this briefing session the City of
Fremantle presented the information that had been obtained from the investigations
undertaken within Booyeembara Park and recommendations for additional actions going
forward.
The City of Fremantle also erected signage around the Site to advise visitors that
asbestos had been identified at the Site and that additional investigations were being
undertaken to assess the risks posed by the identified contamination.
A Community Consultation Plan (CCP) for Booyeembara Park to the City of Fremantle should
be prepared. The objectives of the CCP are to identify the issues related to asbestos
contamination at the site; the relevant stakeholders as detailed above; and techniques deemed
suitable to facilitate adequate community consultation for the site under the current site
conditions.
8.1.1

Relevant Factors

The issues identified at the Site are as follows:
The presence of ACM fragments equal to or less than 0.5 m bgl (GHD identified three
locations as part of the DSI works);
The high density of ACM present across the Site (at depth greater than 0.5 m bgl);
The presence of free asbestos fibres in the soil (at depth, GHD identified asbestos fibres
in soil at one location at a depth of 5.0 m bgl);
The routine activities conducted on-site that may cause ACM fibres to become airborne or
increase the risk of exposure to the public and/or on-site workers; and
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The variable number of people exposed as a result of the site’s use as a public park.
8.1.2

Level of Community Consultation

Passive and active community consultation techniques are recommended to provide correct
information about the status of the site, aid in the reduction of health risk by divulging the risks
associated with the site and address any local concerns. City of Fremantle will be responsible
for implementing the CCP and notifying stakeholders prior to commencement of future works at
the site.
Initial community consultation should comprise of a letter drop to neighbouring residents
informing the current site conditions and the proposed SMP. Additionally, notification of any
proposed non-routine site activities should also be provided through signage and/or fencing off
the area where site works are being undertaken. Signs should clearly state the site works to be
conducted and the potential risks posed as a results of these site works, along with contact
details for any potential enquiries.
Signs are required to be consistent with and approved by the City of Fremantle.
A representative from the City of Fremantle (delegated personnel) will be the point of contact for
community and stakeholder queries.
8.1.3

Trigger, Management and Actions

Trigger, management and actions of the CCP are highlighted in Table 5.
Table 5

Trigger, Management & Actions

Trigger

Impact Type

Management

Actions

Site workers
enquiry/concern

Impact perceived as a
negative impact which
may not be measurable
or have specific
guidelines

Log full details on
register, discuss
concerns with
complainant. Develop a
suitable response to the
enquiry/ concern.

Respond to compliant
and record response.
Update log and
implement changes if
necessary.

Community
enquiry/concern

8.1.4

Monitoring and Documentation

All stakeholder queries and responses will be documented on a Community Consultation Log.
The register will be reviewed annually by the City of Fremantle to identify the need for further
response to the community and stakeholders.
Information reported on the Community Consultation Log includes: Consultation technique,
nuisance conditions, events requiring actions, Information/Management provided and any
follow-up activities. A Community Consultation Log will be included in the CCP.
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9.

Conclusions
GHD is of the opinion that management procedures outlines in this SMP, if appropriately
implemented, should be adequate in mitigating the immediate and ongoing health risks posed to
on-site workers and the public by ACM contamination in soils onsite at Booyeembara Park.
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Appendix A - DEC Site Summary Form and
Certificate of Title
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Site Summary Form – Contaminated Site Assessment
For completion by the person(s) submitting a report(s) to be assessed by the
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) as per the information
requirements of the DEC Reporting on Site Assessments (2001) guideline.
Completing this form enables DEC to maintain accurate records for the site.
Please note: A completed site summary form must accompany each report submitted to DEC for assessment.
Each box must be filled out appropriately. Please do not write “refer to report” in any section.
Copies of all relevant/current Certificates of Title must accompany this form.
Site location details:
Site name (e.g. where site may be known by a common/ business name)
Lot no.

2118 and 1995

Street

Suburb

White Gum Valley

Crown Reserve (if applicable)

Booyeembara Park, White Gum Valley

Corner of Montreal Street and Stevens Street

State

WA

Postcode

6162

Part Class A Reserve 6638

Certificate(s) of Title (or equivalent)

LR3112/708 and LR3150/998

Where the subject site comprises of multiple certificates of title, please list all certificates.
Where substances have migrated beyond the cadastral boundaries of the subject site, please provide the addresses,
relevant Certificates of Title documentation and owners details for all offsite properties impacted (includes soil and/or
groundwater), as an attachment to this form.
Is a hard copy of Certificate of Title and associated sketch for all listed sites attached? (Y/N)

Y

WAPC reference no. (where applicable)
Current Owner/Occupier details:
Site owner (Name and address)

Crown Land – Reserve Under Management Order (City of Fremantle)

Site owner company ACN/ABN
Site occupier (name and address)

Unoccupied

Site occupier company ACN/ABN
Site status (at time of reporting):
Proposed land use (e.g. high density residential/child care facility)
Identified substances and relevant media

Public open space.

Asbestos in soil

(e.g. benzene in soil and groundwater, xylene in soil only)

Asbestos (Y/N)

Y

Health Risk
Assessment (Y/N)

N

Community health concerns identified
(Y/N)

N

Air quality
issues (Y/N)

N

Past/present
landfill (Y/N)

Y

Potential human exposure to identified
substances > DEC’s Health Investigation
Levels or equivalent (Y/N)

X

Radiological
issues
(Y/N)
Other human
health issues
(Y/N)

Specify other health issues……….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

1

N
N

Where ‘yes’ is recorded for at least one of the above categories, please submit two copies of the report(s) (relevant
documentation) to DEC for referral to the Department of Health (or Radiological Council, in the case of radiological issues)
Are site activities licensed under the Environmental Protection Act 1986? (Y/N)

N
Y

Where laboratory analysis has been undertaken, is the laboratory NATA accredited for all analytes and
analytical methodologies used? (Y/N) (If not, why not?)
Community Consultation: (as per the DEC’s Community Consultation (December 2006) guideline)
Community consultation program commenced/proposed (Y/N)

Y

Are consultation program details (e.g. community consultation plan) provided in attached report (Y/N)

Y

History of Investigation:
Have previous site investigations been undertaken? (Y/N - if yes, please provide details below)
Report title, date and author:

Y

Engtech (Aust) Pty Ltd (2010a) Letter Report: Removal of Surface Asbestos Containing Material
(ACM), Booyeembara Park, Fremantle, Western Australia. March 2010.
Engtech (Aust) Pty Ltd (2010b) Limited Asbestos Investigation and Remediation, Booyeembara
Park, Fremantle, Western Australia. April 2010.
OTEK (2010a) Preliminary Site Investigation – FINAL, Booyeembara Park. May 2010;
OTEK (2010b) Site Management Plan, Booyeembara Park. August 2010; and
OTEK (2010c) Sampling and Analysis Plan, Booyeembara Park. September 2010.
GHD (2011) Report for Booyeembara Park, Detailed Site Investigation Asbestos Management
Plan. June 2011.

Declaration:
The information contained in this site summary form is a true representation of the information contained in the attached
report(s)/document(s).
Full name (print)

Ashton Betti

Position held

Environmental Scientist

Signature

Date

18/04/2013

Please ensure that a hardcopy of the current Certificate(s) of Title and associated sketch accompanies the site summary form.
DEC cannot proceed with the assessment of the report if this information is not provided.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DEC Registrar Only
Signature:

Registrar name:
CoT verified (Y/N)

Owner details verified (Y/N)

Awaiting Classification (Y/N)
Awaiting Re-Classification (Y/N)
Incomplete Form (Y/N)

2

Complete form (Y/N)

LWQB Assessment Officer:
Comments/Actions:

Date of data entry:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3
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Appendix B - Groundwater Bore Information
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Appendix B
Department of Water bore search

WIN Site Id
3446
3447
5677
20019599
20019600

Site Type
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Site Subtype
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well

Zone Easting Northing
Land District
50 382389
6452799 Unknown
50 382389
6452799 Unknown
50 384349
6453384 Unknown
50 382445
6452707 Cockburn Sound
50 382420
6452909 (none)

Site Purpose Current

20019666
20019667
20019668
20019710

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well

50
50
50
50

384331
383943
384276
382857

6453032
6453133
6453260
6452492

(none)
(none)
(none)
Cockburn Sound

20019711
20019714
20019715
20019716
20019717
20019723
20019775
20019813
20019891
20020215
20020266
20020514
20020515
20020534
20020536
20020540
20020560

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Borehole or Well
Unknown
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Unknown
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

383702
384205
384133
383174
382622
383645
382711
382411
384435
383248
383128
383674
382944
383473
382836
383176
384000

6451846
6453516
6453517
6453476
6453181
6453888
6452229
6453044
6452162
6452585
6451639
6452488
6452178
6452473
6451885
6452283
6452527

(none)
(none)
(none)
Cockburn Sound
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)

Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation

20020585
20020612
20020724
20020730
20020738
20020794
20020893
20020896
20020902

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Borehole or Well
Unknown
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Unknown
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

382592
382806
384053
383463
383401
384026
383953
384092
383697

6453365
6452084
6452939
6452632
6453101
6452594
6451718
6453475
6451817

Cockburn Sound
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
Cockburn Sound
Cockburn Sound
Cockburn Sound
Cockburn Sound

Garden Irrigation

Observation

Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation

Garden Irrigation

Garden Irrigation
Garden Irrigation

61/26994
Booyeembara Park Detailed Site Investigation

Appendix B
Department of Water bore search

WIN Site Id
20020905
20020907
20084113
23042156
23043177
23043344
23043345
23044625

Site Type
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground

Site Subtype
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well
Borehole or Well

Zone Easting Northing
Land District
50 382674
6452829 Cockburn Sound
50 382404
6452740 Cockburn Sound
50 382862
6452477 Cockburn Sound
50 383690
6451692 Unknown
50 384268
6453219 Unknown
50 384220
6452767 Unknown
50 384125
6452580 Unknown
50 384294
6453011 Unknown

Site Purpose Current
Garden Irrigation
Garden Irrigation
Irrigation
Monitoring/Groundwater Assessment Network
WRL linked
WRL linked
WRL linked
WRL linked

61/26994
Booyeembara Park Detailed Site Investigation

Appendix C – Contaminated Sites Database Search
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Page 1 of 3

Contaminated Sites Act 2003
Basic Summary of Records Search Response
Report Generated at: 9:54:38AM, 12/10/2012

Search Results
This response relates to a search request received for:
2 Murphy St
O'Connor WA 6163
This parcel belongs to a site that contains 1 parcel(s).
According to Department of Environment and Conservation records, this land has been reported as a known or suspected
contaminated site.

Address

2 Murphy St
O'Connor WA 6163

Lot on Plan Address

Lot 1 On Plan 28367

Parcel Status

Classification:

06/06/2012 - Remediated for restricted use

Nature and Extent of Contamination:
Hydrocarbons (such as from diesel) are present in the soils on the site at the former and
current soakage pit areas. Lead is present in the soils of the site at the southern boundary.
Heavy metals and hydrocarbons are present in groundwater beneath the site.

Restrictions on Use:
The land use of the site is restricted to commercial/industrial use but excludes childcare
centres, kindergartens, pre-schools and primary schools. The site should not be developed
for a more sensitive use such as recreational open space, standard residential use with
accessible soil without further contamination assessment and/or remediation.
Due to the nature and extent of soil and groundwater contamination identified to date, the
abstraction of groundwater for any purpose other than for analytical testing or remediation is
not recommended.

Reason for Classification:
This site was reported to the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) as per
reporting obligations under section 11of the 'Contaminated Sites Act 2003' (the Act), which
commenced on 1 December 2006. The site classification is based on information submitted
to DEC by May 2012.
This site was historically used for paint manufacturing and storage from the 1950's to the mid
2000's. This is a land use that has the potential to cause contamination, as specified in the
guideline 'Potentially Contaminating Activities, Industries and Landuses' (Department of
Environment, 2004).

Disclaimer

This Summary of Records has been prepared by Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) as a requirement of the Contaminated Sites Act
2003. DEC makes every effort to ensure the accuracy, currency and reliability of this information at the time it was prepared, however advises that
due to the ability of contamination to potentially change in nature and extent over time, circumstances may have changed since the information was
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A contamination assessment was carried as part of the proposed divestment of the site.
Since 2006, several investigations have been undertaken at the site, which have been
reviewed by an accredited auditor.
The results of the investigations indicate that hydrocarbons (such as from diesel) and heavy
metals were present in soils at concentrations exceeding Health-based Investigation Levels
for commercial and industrial sites (HIL-F) and Ecological Investigation Levels, as published
in 'Assessment Levels for Soil, Sediment and Water' (DEC, 2010).
The impacted soils are found mainly at the former soakage ponds in the north east corner of
the site, the current soakage pond on the western boundary and on the southern boundary
adjacent to the staff car-park.
Asbestos containing material (ACM) was identified in the soils of the site at several locations.
Several rounds of remediation have been undertaken to remove the ACM the last of which
was completed in September 2011.
Hydrocarbons and heavy metals were present in groundwater at concentrations exceeding
Australian Freshwater and Marine guidelines, as published in 'Assessment Levels for Soil,
Sediment and Water'(DEC, 2010).
An intermediate risk assessment has indicated that the contamination present on the site
does not currently pose an unacceptable risk to human health, the environment or
environmental values under the current land use of commercial/industrial. However, the
contamination may present an unacceptable risk to human health under a more sensitive
land use.
Based on the information provided, the site appears suitable for continued
commercial/industrial use, but may not be suitable for more sensitive land uses (such as,
residential housing, child care centres).
As the site is contaminated and has been remediated such that it is suitable for industrial
and commercial use, but may not be suitable for a more sensitive landuse, the site is
classified as 'remediated for restricted use'.
A memorial stating the site's classification has been placed on the certificate of title, and will
trigger the need for further investigations and risk assessment should the site be proposed for
a more sensitive land use.
DEC, in consultation with the Department of Health, has classified this site based on the
information available to DEC at the time of classification. It is acknowledged that the
contamination status of the site may have changed since the information was collated and/or
submitted to DEC, and as such, the usefulness of this information may be limited.
In accordance with Department of Health advice, if groundwater is being, or is proposed to be
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abstracted, DEC recommends that analytical testing should be carried out to determine
whether the groundwater is suitable for its intended use.
Action Required
Due to the presence of hydrocarbons and heavy metals in soil, a site-specific health and
safety plan should be developed and implemented to address the risks to the health of any
workers undertaking intrusive works in the impacted areas.

Certificate of Title
Memorial

Current Regulatory
Notice Issued

Under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003, this site has been classified as "remediated for
restricted use". For further information on the contamination status of this site, please
contact the Contaminated Sites Branch of the Department of Environment & Conservation.

Type of Regulatory Notice:
Date Issued:

Nil

Nil

General
No other information relating to this parcel.
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Consequence Descriptors
Potential Consequencei
Classification

Description
Human Health: Acute irreversible damage to human health for large population.

Catastrophic

Environment: Potentially lethal to regional ecosystem or threatened species,
widespread lethal on-site and off-site local impacts.
Property: Irreparable damage to property such as buildings or infrastructure/
permanent loss of use.
Human Health: Chronic, irreversible damage to human health and/or acute nonpermanent health effects upon human health for small population

Major

Environment: Potentially lethal to local ecosystem, widespread harmful on site and
off site impacts.
Property: Damage to property such as buildings or infrastructure resulting in heavily
disrupted use or loss of use in medium term and requiring extensive and intensive
repairs.
Human Health: Non-permanent or easily preventable effects upon human health (for
large population) and/or potentially chronic effects to human health (for small
population).

Moderate

Environment: Potentially harmful to regional ecosystem with local harmful impacts
primarily contained on site.
Property: Damage to property such as buildings or infrastructure, possible short term
disruption to use and locally intensive repairs.
Human Health: Non-permanent or easily preventable effects upon human health (for
small population).

Minor

Environment: Potentially harmful to local ecosystem with local harmful impacts
contained on site.
Property: Easily repairable defects/non-structural damage/cosmetic impact only to
property such as buildings or infrastructure.

Negligible

No discernable impact, or inconsequential in nature.

Probability Descriptors
Probabilityi
Classification

Description

Almost Certain

Is expected to occur with a probability of multiple occurrences within a year.

Likely

Will probably occur within a 5-10 year period.

Possible

Might occur or should be expected to occur within a 5-10 year period.

Unlikely

Could occur within 20 years, or in unusual circumstances.

Rare

May occur only in exceptional circumstances (e.g. once in 100 years).

Risk Classification Matrix
Risk Classificationi

Probability

Consequence
Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Rare

Very Low

Very Low

Low

High

High

Unlikely

Very Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Possible

Very Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Likely

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Very High

Almost Certain

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Very High

Description of Risks and Likely Action Requiredi
Very High
Risk

The probability of harm to a relevant receptor is at least likely and consequences would
be moderate or worse. Urgent action is likely to be required.

High Risk

The probability of harm to a relevant receptor is at least likely with moderate
consequences. At worst, the probability of catastrophic consequences is rare. Urgent
action may be required in the short term and action is likely to be required in the long
term.

Moderate
Risk

The probability of harm to a relevant receptor is at least likely with minor consequences.
At worst, the probability of major consequences is rare. Action may be required in the
short term or long term.

Low Risk

The probability of harm to a relevant receptor is at least likely although consequences
would be negligible and at worst, the probability of moderate consequences is rare.
Action unlikely to be required or will be limited in nature/extent/duration.

Very Low
Risk

There is a low probability only that harm could occur to a relevant receptor with
negligible consequences and at worst, the probability of a minor consequence is rare. No
action required.

Action: Further assessment (e.g. site investigation, detailed quantitative risk assessment), or intervention, (e.g. remediation, mitigating
measures).
i

Based on guidance presented in:

1.

Department of Environment and Conservation (2006) The Use of Risk Assessment in Contaminated Site Assessment and
Management.

2.

Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand Standard Committee, AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009, Risk Management-Principles
and Guidelines, November 2009.

3.

International Electrotechnical Commission, International Standard, ISO/ IEC 31010:2009, First Edition, 2009.

4.

Department of Health WA (2011) Guidelines for the Non-potable Uses of Recycled Water in Western Australia.

Appendix E - Selected Layout and Design of ACM
Signage
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